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cannot have any influence ?—I do not think the main difficulties concern the judiciary so much as the ordinary maintenance of order.
 104.	The actual administration of the judiciary is
now under the High Court.    Would you not transfer
to the minister the higher judiciary ?—No.
 105.	If the Police department is transferred to a
minister for Law and Order with a provision that the
Governor shall have a final voice in this department,
have you any objection to the transfer then ?—My
difficulty is if the Governor has a final voice what
becomes of the responsibility of the minister to the
council.

 108.	Sir Hari Singh Gour :  Within the last twelve
months how often has the military been called out to
assist the civil authorities ?    Have you any idea ?—
No, but of course within the last two or three years
they have been utilised very freely.
 109.	I know that, but what would be the number
of occasions when, say within the last three years—
roughly, I do not want- actual statistics—they have
been   called ?—I   do   not   know.    I   should   think
perhaps a dozen times in a year.
 110.	Colonel Lane-Fox : When the troops left their
quarters ?—Yes.
 111.	The Chairman :  In the whole of India ?—Yes.
 112.	My recollection   is  we   were told when we
•were in the Bombay Presidency, that since the intro
duction  of  the  Montford   reforms  the   number  of
occasions in that Presidency was exceedingly small ?
—(Mr. Haig) -.  I think they were more frequently used
in Bengal, the United Provinces and the Punjab than
in other provinces.
 113.	Sir Hari Singh Gour :   As a matter of fact
the civil authorities  in  all the  provinces are  em
powered to call in the aid of the military without
previous reference to the Government of India ?—Yes.
 114.	When the civil local authorities in the prov
ince call in the aid of the military without reference
to the Government of India, does the Government of
India by any rule or order call upon the provincial
Government to report the circumstances in which the
military was  called   out ?—The  circumstances   are
always reported.
 115.	Are those circumstances scrutinised ?—Yes.
 116.	Is it done with a view to ratify ?—No ; simply
a close scrutiny is kept.
 117.	That is only, as a matter of fact, for record ?
—Yes.    The Government of India  have to  satisfy
themselves   that  the   troops   have   not  been   used
unnecessarily.
 118.	Has there been any occasion during the last
three  years  when  the  Government of  India  after
scrutiny found that the troops were not necessary but
were still called in ?—-No, I have no recollection Jof
such a case.
 119.	I can take it that the provincial Governments
can be trusted to use their discretion—and have in
toe past used their discretion—wisely in calling in
the military ?—Yes.
 120.	Therefore the intervention of the Government
of India is very remote ?—Yes.
c, i^If J^ a?d Order was made a Provincial subject and transferred to the charge of the ministers and the provincial Governments continue to act as they have been acting in the past, then you do not anticipate any serious danger to the transfer of Law and Order?—You would then have a popular authority instead of the official authority calling in-tne military.
' Ift4.!8 ^^ate on that. At present the i t**"» Mwafca: » ™>t subject to,popular f 5, tb* future- we will assume that the ll t*hf.Mmister will be subject to popular ? - ?^ ? view of the fact **»*the department +!?!. t^ ** ?°u have P0^*** out, cannot be 22S2S T°m ^e otner Apartments and the other Departments are interdependent and there has been no complaint that the ministers have abused the£ power merely because-they,have been subject to-popular controj, do you think that the ministers will
 abuse their power if this department also is entrusted to them ? Do you know whether the ministers have abused their power in the departments entrusted to them ?—I am not particularly acquainted with the administration of provincial transferred subjects.
 123.	There are provinces in which the department
of  Law  and  Order is in  charge  of  Indian  Home
Members ?—Yes.
 124.	Supposing we devise a check that the Exe
cutive Councillor or the future minister would not be
swayed by popular control wrongly exercised over
him, then there would be no objection to the transfer
of Law and Order ?—I do not quite understand how
that condition can be fulfilled.
 125.	By giving him fixity of tenure.—I suppose
he will still be influenced by popular opinion.
 126.	The  Chairman:    I   think   the  point  of  Sir
Hari Singh Gour is a very important one.    When one
is considering the possible changes,  it is perfectly
right and indeed it is very necessary that one should
visualise the change possibly working badly—I am
not saying it will work badly or otherwise, but I think
the question put by Sir Hari Singh   Gour is really
designed to suggest that it may be desirable to explore
this question whether consistently with the scheme of
transfer, it is possible by other constitutional changes
to  minimise the risk of the thing working badly.
That was your point, is it not, Sir Hari Singh Gour ?
Sir Hari Singh Gour :   Yes, sir.
The Witness (Mr. Haig) :   It might be possible.
 127.	Sir Hari Singh Gour :   It might eliminate the
criticism which is  levelled  against the working  of
diarchy and possibly prevent the hostility with which
the enlarged provincial councils and the autonomous
provinces will regard the last vestige of the bureau
cracy centred in the administration of law and order ?
—Yes.
 128.	The position might become very difficult for
the future Home Member who is in charge of the
maintenance of law and order when all departments
are transferred ?—I quite see that.
 129.	When  troops  are  called   by  the  provincial
local  authorities  is  any bill  of  cost submitted  to
them ?    Do they pay ?—That is rather  a thorny
subject which we have been discussing with the Army
department lately.    There is a sort of general under
standing that any additional expenditure which the
military incur over and above their budget should be
paid for by the provincial Governments.
 130.	Has no demand been made in the past and no
payment made ?—In some cases payments have been
made and we have recently had a case in which the
Army  department has  made  a   claim   against the
Bengal Government.
"* 131. Supposing definite rules were framed and the provincial Governments knew that if they call in the aid of the military they will have, to pay its cost, would it not prevent unnecessary calling in the aid of the military?—I have no doubt that it would minimise some difficulties.
 132.	There is a feeling—I  do not know if it is
justified or not—that the civil authorities sometimes
get panicky that the police may not be sufficient and
that they have to go in for the military.    This will
be avoided if they were to know that the calling in of
the military involves cost ?—Yes ;   but on the other
hand one does not want to go to the other extreme
and make it difficult for the provincial Government to
utilise the military when it should be utilised.
 133.	There is no intention of penalising the mili
tary;    the   provincial  governments   should  pay   a
reasonable charge.    You said, Mr. Haig—and very
rightly—that the preservation of law and order has
very little connection with the control of the higher
judiciafy ?—Yes.
138, Sir Zwlfiqar AH Khan : Mr. Haig, you know that we cannot contemplate under the existing circumstances any change in the present system without giving our fullest consideration to all the different aspects of the problem. You said in answer perhaps

